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ling) and at the other were on the sea shore. I would
not enter into this Sinologicul discussion : I must however
point out that the word kiao regularly means " meeting
point; exchange, mixture," .and the expression " situated
at the meetiug-point of seas " very well renders the
geographical conception which Ptolemy had adopted for
ap&eterium.
To find a well defined turning point along the eastern
coast it is necessary to go up to the Palmyras Point
which brings one to the mouths of the Ganges, at
20° 44' 40" N. x 87° •>' E, to the north of the mouth of the
Mahanadl. But Ptolemy places the apheterium right to
the south of this river which he calls Manadas, midway
between its mouth and the mouth of the Maisolos which
represents at the same time the Godavarl and the Kistna.
Besides, the current which, during the South-Western mon-
soon, passes from the Indian coast to that of Burma, avoids
the Indian coast in the region of Chicacole at Kalinga-
patam at about 18° degree. I refer once again to the
text of Valentijn (1727) which Yule has pointed out
(Proceed. Roy. Geogr. Soc. 1882): " In the beginning
of February, a small vessel sailed	towards Pegu with
a cargo which she took at Masulipatam	 From
this point she followed the coast up to the 18° degree
north and thence she reached the high sea for attaining
the opposite shore at 16° degree/' The Maps of India, even
in the 17th century, for example, that of William Blaca,
continue to mark a sudden turn and inclination of the
coast, in conformity with the indications of Ptolemy, between
the ports of - Masulipatam and Bimlipatam (to the north
of Vizagapatam at 17° 53' 15" N. and 83° 29' 50" E.).
Moreover, it would be rather naive to wish to interprete
the data of Ptolemy too literally for all this region ,•

